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With this issue, the Technical Service inaugurates

an occasional publication which hopes to be able to dis«»

seminate position essays on various national issues

affecting the country and our people.

The Technical Service believes that declassified

position papers of the Ministry's consultants may be

too precious to simply keep on file without their being

shared by our decision-makers.

As part of the service rendered to our clientele,

this publication — tentatively called MPI Position

Papers — welcomes contributions from the MPI personnel.

As it becomes more regular, we hope to be able to include

feedback articles discussing the published issues. Ws

hope to encourage a healthy exchange of ideas in order

to ensure a cagent multi-disciplinary approach to the

viewing of contemporary national issues.

From those position papers could arise concepts

which would be utilized for information planning. From

these may arise communication strategies which will be

utilized by the Ministry in the pursuit of its function

of husbanding communication for national development.

We encourage our colleagues in the regions to

sond in position papers on such issues as:

- The national and local elections.

- The agenda of normalization.

Tho extension of martial law and its lifting.

- The energy crisis and conservation efforts.

- The rising of prices and government respon-
sibility

The imperatives of solf-relionoo and economic
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prosperity through increased production.

The human settlements projects ar d the urban

land reform.

The internationalization of Noui Society values

through formal and non-formal education.

Military abuses and the judicial system as

aveny'es of redress.

International relations and stability of the

Republic.

ALBERT B. CASUGfl

Technical Service

October 1979 Vol. I Wo. 1



AUTHOR'S PREFACE

What is nuclear energy? What is a nuclear reactor?

Will tho Bataan nuclear pouier reactor be safe? These

questions are baing asked by experts and laymen alike.

The Filipino people, indued, have the right to know the

story behind the Westinghouse pressurized water reac-

tor or PWR. The people are the ones who mill ultimately

say the $1.1 billion loan of the government fur the

purchase of this modern device to boost the electric

power supply of Luzon.

Laymen's questions regarding tho safety of the

nuclear reactor are important to the extent that they

can elicit contradictory answers from the Westinghouse

panel, for this would reveal any internal flam in

whatever arguments they present to support thoir claim

that the reactor is safe, but up to the present it

appears that no inconsistencies have been discovered.

In fact, the executive branch of the United States

government in Washington recommended to the U.S. Nuc-

lear Regulatory Commission the exportation of the reac-

tor in September 1979, although, of course, it is up

to the USNRC to issue tho necessary export licence.

It must be understood that the Philippine govern-

ment, through the National Power Corporation, has al-

ready bought the reactor, by signing the contract with

Wostinghouse in 1976 and the reactor, should the cons-

truction be roalized, is scheduled to be finished by

1983. It must also bo understood that the question

is if this were so it would bo hard to explain why most

nations of the world use nuclorar reactor moreover,

such a statement, that all nuclear reactors are un-

safe, is too sweeping.
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The Philippine Atomic Energy Commission is the

Philippine nuclear regulatory commission for the govern-

ment, and as such it has the full authority, subject

I only to the final authority of the PrasiJont of the

Philippines, on nuclear matters in the country, includ-

I ing the approval of the site. In fact, the PflEC has

endorsed the Bataan site at Wa;jot Point after reviewing

I the EBASCO report on sito evaluation which ujas a

result of two years of stu^ly.

I
I
I
I
I



A PRIMER ON THE BATAAN NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT

1# What is nuclear energy?

Energy is the capacity to do work. Nuclear

energy is the energy confined in the nucleus of

the atom. In 1905, Albert Einstein, the Germari-

Swiss-American theoretical physicist, deduced

from his theory of special rplativity that any

mass of matter can be transformed into energy by
2

his famous equation E=MC , where f is energy,
o

M is mass, and C is the square of the speed of

light in Bmpty space.- In 1935, Hideki Yukawa,

the Japanese physiciet, theorized that nuclear

energy is stored in the nucleus of the atom as

its binding mass, and this is released as energy

when the nucleus is split. The splitting apart

of the nucleus of an atom when a neutron is absorbed

by a nucleus is called nuclear fission.

2« When uios nuclear fission discovered?

In 1938, three Gorman scientists, Otto Hahn,

Fritz Strassman and Lisa Meitner, stumbled acci-

dentally on nuclear fission while reproducing the

Qxperiments of Enrico Formi, the Italian physicist,

on transuranic elements, i. o» the ppoduction of

substances beyond the size of uranium, o. g. pla-

tonium. One typo, or isotope, of uranium, the now

famous uranium-255, split into two instead ofr- be-

coming bigger by the bombardment of neutrons, re-

leasing a tremendous amount of energy never before
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known. Meitner was a Jew and huntsd by Hilterj

she had to flee Germany with nothing but her notes

and her clothes on. and she went to Sweden where

she met her nephew, Otto Frisch, the Austrian

physicist who later bocann the head of nuclear phy-

sics in Cambridge University, and together they

analyzed the fission experiment, (Read Brancazio,

P»» The Nature of Physics, published by Macmillan

Co., N. Y., 1975, p, 649). They sent the results

to Einstein and Fermi who were then in America,, ThB

first nuclear reactor was produced by Fermi under the

football stand of Chicago University,

3. What is a nuclear reactor?

A nuclear reactor is a deviGe for controlled

nuclear fission, i. e. either the splitting of ura-

. p-»->. -r>'*5 n- n:,utoniufir239. If urcn.iuij-235 is

used .u produce nuclear energy, then the reactor

is known as a uranium-235 fission reactor. Since

only 0,7 percent of uranium in natural uranium is

uranium-235, this may bv. augmented or enriched,

i, e. more uranium-235 may bn added os fuel of the

reactor. Such a reactor may be used simply for

research into the structure of matter and the pro-

duction of radioactive isotopes for medicine,

agriculture and industry, and is thereby known as

research reactor. Heat is produced in such a

reactor, but a coolant is utilized to remove the

hsat. In such a reactor also, a modorator is used

to slow down the fast neutrons produced in fission

in ordor that they can bombard othsr uranium-235

nueclei and cause fission by chain reactor; i. e, a

slounad-down (tharmalized neutron is absorbed by a ura-
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nium-235 nucleus and tha uranium splits into ttuo

daughter nuclei with the production of one to

three fast neutrons and radiation, and the fast

neutrons are sloiued down by tho moderator to

cause further fissions u/ith, of course, some nsu-

trons lost due to leakage or non-fission absorp-

tion by other nuclei. If the heat produced is

transformed by a steam generator into steam to run

a turbine that \uould in turn work an olEctric generator

to produce electric power or to run a motor, the

reactor is called a nuclear poj-'er reactor*

Is a nuclear reactor the same as a nuclear bomb?

Wo. l\ nuclear fission bomb is a device that

usos the uncontrolled fission of uranium-235 or

plutonium-239 such that an explosion is possible. A

nuclear reactor is not a nuclear bomb and mill not

explode like one. It must ba noted thct there is

also a nuclear fusion bomb, uihich is better knou/n

as a thermonuclear bomb, since it explodes only

when great haat is introduced; basically it is due

to the combining of hydrogen to form helium by

merging or fusion as uhat happens in the sun.

There is as yat no fusion reactor, for fusion has

not as yet been controlled. A fusion bomb is much

mora destructive than a fission bomb, and it in

fact requires tha detonation of a fission bomb

to explode it*
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5. DOGS the Philippines have a nucluar research rciacter?

In the early 1950's the US government gave

the Philippines a small (l megawatt or 1 million

watts) nucli3ar uranium-235 fission reactor (fuel

enriched by 20 parcent) to be used research and

the production of rndioisotopus for medicine,

agrdculture, industry, and other peaceful usas.

It has ordinary water as coolant and moderator.

(See The Philippine Research Reactor, published

by the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission), It

was constructed in Dilimon, near tha University

of the Philippi .as, amidst prior protests of the

neighbours and Quezon City folk who uiuru afraid

of radiation leakage or who thought it might ex-

plode like a bomb, despite scientists tolling

them it wouldn't. Ever since 1962 when it was put

into operation by Dr. Zoilo Bartolomo, the only

leak came from the cement dome when it rained for

the domo was built by the loui.ist bidder, and the

raindrops were a nuisance for they mingled with

the reactor water. Now, few p̂ :y attention to the

Dilimon reactor, which is run by tho Philippine

Atomic Energy Commission, apart from the scien-

tists who oro doing work there, and even they are

often forgotten. The PAEC is the Philippine nuc-

lear regulatory commission and has tho final say on

tho construction of nuclear reactors in the Philip-

pines and their safety.
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6, What is the story behind the proposed Bataan nuclear

pomer plant?

In 1963, 1966, and 1972, the Philippines invited

consultants from the Internet '.anal Atomic Energy

§gency, or IAEA (Vienna), to help in studying the

feasibility of constructing a nuclear power plant

somewhere in Bataan to boost ths electric power

supply of Manila and neighbouring places. After study-

ing possible candidates for the site, the IAEA con-

sultants selected Bagac, Bataan and proposed that to

offset any danger, if there mere, due to the existence

of some eathquake faults in Hariveles, Cbina Sea, and

Manila Bay, the rsactor should be able to withstand a

maximum earthquake magnitude of 7.2 on the Richter

scale, or a horizontal earth acneleaation of about

35 percent of the acceleration of gravity (equal to

35 percent of 32 feet par second each second).

The National Power Corporation, which is the

government agency to install tha nuclear plant,

for further suroty contracted the ECJASCO Corpo-

ration of exports in seismology and volcanology,

among other things, to examine too possible site

and other possibilities. The IQA3C0 experts

made a indepth study for tujo ynars, from 1972 to

1974, at the cost of USiiH5 million resulting in

more than fifteen volumes of detailed reports.

They chase Napot Point inctaad, which is only a

few kilometers from Bagac, The rHasan uas that

Dagac is rv.>ar two rivors, and the occurrence of
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floods jjill make tho sits unsafe and unsuitablo.

(See, for instance, Margulova, T«, Nuclear Power

Stations, published by NIR Publishers, moscoiu,

1978), Moreover, Napot Point is about 18 meters

above sea level and Bagac is only 3 motors above

sea level, making tho formsr a bettor choice

against possible tidal waves (the huge ones that

visited Mindanao were obly 12 motors high), and

the foundation was firmer thaib .that of Bagao*.

In 1976, the contract botwuen the National

Power Corporation and the Westinghouse Corpora-

tion mas signed and approvod by the President of

the Philippines, Westinghouse was to export tho

reactor parts, facilitate the construction of the

plant, and train the operators, subject to the

issuance of the export licsnee by the US Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, An application to tho

USWRC wos formally submitted in the same year as

the ones submitted by Taiwan and Korea, Wasting-

house designed the plant to witstnnd on earth-

quake magnitude of 7,9 on thu Richtcr scale or

about 40 percent of tho acceleration of gravity,

just to make it safer in the: estimation of the pub-

lic. At 7,9 magnitude, most of tho buildings in

Manila would collapse but tho nuclear reactor

would still bo standing. The reactor (core) would

itself be isolated and confined within a huge con-

tainment vessel with walls made of steel 8 inches

thiijK, which are surrounded by a 2 meter dense

ccmunfc biological shielding, and oil this to be

encased by 2 inches of steel and highly reinforced

concrete. It is so protected that not even a four-
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engine jet plane crashing on the reactor vessel

would dent it. And the dormant volcano some kilo-

meters away hasn't erupted For the last fifty

thousand years or so, like s woman who is fifty

and hasn't given birth. The cost of the Bataan

reactor is US$1.1 billion payable from a loan from

the Export-Import Bank, and the plant was scheduled

to be finished by 1983,

In 1978, after the contract had bean signed

by Westinghouse and by IMPC for the Philippine gov-

vernment, another group of IAEA personnel (except

for the geologist who cams with thR earlier batch,

and no one among them was a volcanology or seismic

expert) visited the Philippines unexpectedly and

noticed that the site chosen was not Sagac but

Wapot Point, a few kilometers away. This noui IAEA

team went over the voluminous reports made by

IBAGCQ, glancing over them in a matter of a few

days what took two years to mak^, and rscornmonded

that the Bataan nuclear reactor plant be designed

to withstand a still high earthquake magnitude,

and it submitted an adverse report in i/ienna, a

copy or which was apprently sent to the executive

branch of the US government which noticed that the

site was only about 15 miles from the US naval base

at Subic, The existence of a dormant volcano near

the site and some inactive faults farther away

seemed to have unduly alarmed the IAEA group of 1978,

despite the indepth studies of the IBA3C0 Corpora-

tion made up of volcanology and seismic experts.
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The Philippi e Atomic Energy Commission has approved

the site, and as a sovereign state the Philippine

choice of tha location should bo ruspactad, unless

it can be claimed that Filipinos do not knoui what

they are doing.

7. But aren't there protests ouen among Filipinos re-

garding the construction of the Bataan nuclear

power plant?

Yos, there are sums protests. They raally

started aftor the Throo Milra Island accident on

28 March 1979, at Pennsylvania USA. The TMI nuc-

lear power roactar utilized uranium as fuel, and

light water (as distinguished from heavy water) as

moderator and was of the two-loop type, similar

in some ways to the Batann reactor although not

manufactured by Westinghouso. It was a prussurized

water reactor, PWR, utilizing a prcssurizer to keep

tha heated water (about 6G0 degrees Fahrenheit)

from boiling. In the first loop (primary) of cir-

culating water, water is heated by the hoat from

the nuclear fuel (uranium fissioning) but kept from

boiling by the pressurizer as it travels in the

tube towards the steam generator. In the steam

generator, the heat from the first loop tube is ab-

sorbed by surrounding water and transformed into

steam which is then sent through a tube forming part

of the second loop and into the turbine to run an

electric generator, and the stunm is then condensed

as it later passes through a condenser, and changad

back into u/ator and returned to the steam generator
for another round, etc.
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A mGchanical failure started the accident, i, c,

a valvo (regulating tho flow of feedwator) in the

second loop which faods tho water prom thu turbine

and condenser back to tho steam generator, which in

turn removes the hent from tho rc-actor core and first

loop, malfunctioned nnd mould not open for somo tima,

and the backup water pumps had boon shut off earlier

because of repairs. Loss of steam supposed to run

through tho turbine shut it off automatically, and

this in turn automatically triggered the shutoff of

the reactor, but with an eight second delay which

was still enough for the reactor to produco more

heat without tho heat being removed or utilized. Tho

pressure and temperature ruse rapidly, and emer-

gency wotur was supposed to cool off tho system,

but tho valve loading to thu quench tank failed to

close and thu pressurizes itself became filled with

water, another malfunction. Tho injection of more

water would cause overpressure, so tho operator

manually shut off tho pumps.

By this time, contaminated water overflowed

onto tho reactor floor and into tho adjacent auxil-

iary building, and tho evaporation of same irradiated

water resulted, although the radioactivity was

below dangerous proportions. The overheated fuol

(cars) emitted hydrogen from zirconium axidc forma-

tion (since tho uranium fuel cladding or covering

was made of zirconium) and a hydrogen bubble was

supposed to have formed inside the confinement

building and vessel, but since not much oxygen was

available there was roally no danger of oven a

chemical explosion, flftor five days, a hydrogen

rocombinor was available to remove the supposed
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hydrogen bubble. Nobody was hurt, but somo panic

among the civilians living in the neighborhood was

created u/hsn it was announced that children and

prugnont women should evacuate as a precautionary

measure, to tost the atmosphere, (Rend the Staff

Report on tha Genaric Assossmsnt of Foadwatsr

Transionts in Pressurizud Water Reactors Dosignod

by the Sobcock & Wilcox Company* prepared

by the Office of Nucloor Reactor Regulation, US

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, VJashington D« C,

Because of the Thrsa Mile Island accidont there

was some need to invastigats the safaty of the pro-

posed Bataan nuclaar power plant, even if only to

assure tht3 Filipinos that the reactor will bo safe

within reasonable risk when it is constructed, assum-

ing that it is needed to supply at least one-fourth

of the power needs for electricity in Motro-Manilaf

and surrounding towns, including those, of Bataan,

since hydroelectric power is no longer available

for this purpose of producing bulk power, and no

other substitute is in sight. President Ferdinand

Marcos appointed Justice Ricardo Puno to be the

chairman of a committee of throe to conduct hear-

ings on the safety of the Bataan nuclear power

plant. Among those who submitted and dofended po-

sition papers and recommGndotions are the following:

The National Power Corporation, the Philippine Ato-

mic Energy Commission, Wostinghouse Corporation,

EBASCO Corporation, the Samahang Pisika ng Pilipinas

(physics Society of the Philippines), opposing groups

led by former Senator Lorenzo Tafiada and representatives

from Bataan, and others. Vieu/s, for t*i • against the
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sstablishmant of Lbs nuclear power plant, were- ven-

tiladed openly but in orderly fashion, for the pur-

pose was to arrive at the truth.

Is the Bataan nuclear plant safe within reasonable

risk?

So far it can be deduced from bhe testimonies

given that nothing is defective with the design of

the proposed Bataan nuclear power plant. The Wes-

tinghouse scientists rjave export testimony to jus-

tify the safety of the proposed nuclear reactor

within the reasonable limits of safety as speci-

fied in the contract, and it is hard to refute

their claim since Westinghouse has constructed seve-

ral nuclear reactors not only in the United States

but also in Korea and in Taiwan and other parts of

the world, 3y expert is meant ori5 experienced and

knowledgeable in a given fiold of kn.jwlaacje or fjrt,

and in the field of nuclear reactors the Wrest ing-

house panel are experts. Of course we should not

take the Wssti.nghouse u/ord alone, but scientists

mho interrogated them couldn't show cause to say

that the Dataan reactor is defoctive suen in de-

sign, Moreover, if one will consider the Three

Mile Island accident as one out oP one hundred

PWR existing, then the probability of such an ac-

cident occuring is 1 out of 100 or one percent;

in other u/ords, it is ninety-nine percent safe.

In •Poc$ many jj «;.£l •. "Jio in airplane accidents, and

yet people still ride in airplanes. Indeed, in

this world one can nev./r be assurrjd of absolute

safety, not even at home, for the roof may sudden-

ly collapse and kill one in one's house.
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The TMl accident was not even the worst acci-

don*\ ?,n nuclo^r history, there inns the occual melt-

down of a reactor in Windscalo, England, sometime

in 1960, Nobody was hurt, and ths British govern-

ment p-id ths surrounding dairy farms thoir losses.

(Sec Ridenour, L, and Nierenberg, W«. Modern Phy-

sics for the Engineer, published by McGraw-Hill,

London, 1961, page 319, and IMucloar Energy in Bri-

tain prepared by the Central Office of Information,

London, 1975.) There may have boon worst accidents

in Russia, but ths only news about them come from

unofficial dissidents' reports. Korea has eight

nuclear reactors, Taiwan has four, and Oapan has

more that wo dozen. Tho industrialized countries,

including North and South America, the European

countries, Russia and the communist bloc, are all

determined to have more nuclear reactors in view

of the oil shortage. If the Philippines doesn't

look out, it might be left behind because some

people may not went to take a reasonable risk,

they want absolute safety, as if this were possible

in this world!

Vr, Suppose we have the nuclear power plant, where will

we put the radioactive waste?

The proposed Bataan nuclear power reactor plant

will hopefully be made up of two 620 megawatt power

nuclear reactors, so that if one breaks down tho

other would still function to keep the electric sup-

ply up. Apart from the power source, which is nuc-

lear fission, ths other parts are conventional, well

known to electrical engineers who don't have to be
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nuclear physicists or nuclear engineers.. In fact,

work in a nuclear power plant to supply electricity

ujill aftor a time bs routine and, provided the ope-

rators are moll-trained, and there is assurance they

mould be, the plant operation is not a spectacular

affair. We must, of course, guard against compla-

cency and negligence, such as those that took place

in Three Mile Island, if that accident can at all

be useful to teach our operators to be careful. We

must as much as passible try to avoid human errors

and dependence on human indecisions by improving war-

ning devices and automatic safoty devices that work

automatically. Granting tlaat all those arc well

taken caro of, there is still the question of waste

disposal, whera do we put all the radioactive waste

when evon America doesn't know that to do with its

waste? (Read Facts About the Philippine Nuclear

Power Project, published by the Philippine Atomic

Energy Commission).

From the point of view of storage, LE can clas-

sify radioactive waste into low level and high level.

Low level radioactive waste consists of contaminated

clothes, gloves, pieces of instrument no longer use-

ful, and the like, uihich may be sufficiently harm-

ful if left out in the open; such low level waste

would amount to about 330 tons per year, according

to Westinghouse (Times Journal. 11 Ouly 1979).

High level waste consists of intensely radioactive

elements of tha spent fuel, about 16 tons of it

per year, which however can bs safely stared provi-

ded they are not removed from the containing fuel

rods. There is enough sturage space in the nuclear
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plant to accommodate such waste for about ten yuars,

which would give the WPC time to look for a burial

site in which to safely deposit the excess waste.

Another possibility is to have trie nigh lavel u/ante

in the spent fuel rods sent to the US for reproces-

sing , i. e, the process in which the? spent fuel is

dissolved and the fission products are separ-oted

from any roamining fuel, in which case tho high le-

vel waste could bo reduced to only about a aubic

meter per year.

The problem of storage of radioactive waste,

or even getting a burial site for it, would not be

great far thti waste product of ono 1249 megawatt

nuclear reactor plant (comprising really or two 620

r&actors America has more than 70 and is building more,

that is why the Americans find some difficulty in

waste disposal of radioactive waste from their reactors,

fls the saying goes,, if you have only one or two people

using the toilet there is not much problem of waste

disposal, but if you have more than 70, there would

indeed be, particularly if people are allergic to

radioactive waste or afraid of it. It is rather

strange why tha same people who would ,'je happy

should uranium mines be discovered in their country

would be afraid to have radioactive waste buriod

deep under somewhere in an isolated place, when

uranium mines are also radioBCtivo with uranium

emitting alpha-particles, while radioactive waste

products are mostly beta emitters, less dangerous.

Dut of course, ona would get money from uranium

mines and not from burying radioactive waste.
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10,, Will the pepple of Bataar not bo exposed Lu contaminated

air and water?

A person residing near the nuclear plant mill

probably receive a dose of 5 mill.1" cms ovar a period

of one year added to the- 120 m'illerems per year that

he usually gets from the natural radiation of the

earth's crust and surroundings and from cosmic rad-

iation. (Read Pryde, L. Environmental Chemistry,

published by Cannings Publishing Co. Calif., 1973;

p. 62, pp. 47-48). One millirem is one-thousandth

of a rem (roentgen equivalent mammad) which is the

standard unit of the RBE (ralative biological

effectiveness) of radiation. For x-rays, gamma

rays, and beta radiation, the RPE is ?.. ujhoreas for

alpha particles tha RBE ranges from 10 to 20 units.

But this relative biological effectiveness of rad-

iation is due to the radiation absorbed by the body

u/hose unit is the rad (radiation absorbed dose)

defined as "a unit of absorbed energy equal to 100

ergs poT gram." (See Berry, 3., Osgood, J,, and

St. 3ohn, P., Chemical Villains. A Biology of Pol-

lution, published by The 2, I, Mosby Co., Saint

Louis, 1974j p, 180). A simple equation to bear

in mind is the following: rems=RBE x rads.

In the early days of nuclear energy add radia-

tion dosimetry, the standard unit was known as the

roentgem or R specifically for x-rays and gamma
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rays (since Roentgen discounted x-rays in 1895),

The curie (in honour of Mme Curie and her husband

Professor Pierre Curie who discovered tho radio-

active substance radium in 1898, which decays by

emitting alpha particles and has a half-life of

1612 years, i. e«, half or iis activity mill be

gone every 1612 years until it all turns into iso-

topes of lead) is tho standard measurement or unit

of disintegrations per socond, i« e, th? number of

emitted particles per second due to ths decay of

tho nucleus of the radioactive atom. One curie is

equal to (ave,) 3. 7 x 10 disintegrations per

second of radium) or 37,000,000,000 disintegration

per second, it is the number of nuclear disintegrations

per second and not of x-rays or gamma-rays. The roent-

geh corresponds to an energy exposure of about 100

ergs per gramme, and is about the same value as the

rad.

All these disintegration and radiation produce

breakdown of cells and tissues by ionization or by

bombardment of the molecules (combinations of atoms)

in the body, and in this sense they damage tho or-

ganism. But 0,034 millimeter or lead or 0,13 milli-

meter of water is sufficient to stop the alpha par-

ticles emitted by radioactive substances, and beta

particles or rays (which ara soentially electrons)

emibted can be stopped by a few millimeters of lead.

Gamma-rays of about 2 insv (million electron volt)

energy will not penetrate beyond 1.3 centimeter of

lead. (Bee Lapp, R«, Andrews, H,, Nuclear
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Radiation Physics, published by Prentice-Hallf NY,

1955j p, 493), Escaping mutrons cause radiation

damage tuo, but protection frum thorn nan bo provi-

ded by dense shielding material such as l.'ad, or

iron and cement, the neutron decays in about 12

minutes. Enough precautionary measures and re-

gulations bo ensure safety are contained in such

manuals as Sasic Safety Standar_ds_ JJDT_J\adiation

Proboction (1567 Edition) published by the Inter-

natamal Atomic Cnergy Agency, Vienna, as well as

the TM1-2 Lesson.s. .Learned Task Force Status Re-

port and Short Torm Recomrnendatiuns published by

the Office of Nuclear Regulation of tiie U, S, Nuc-

lear iiegulatory Commission, .vashington, D, C,,

Duly 1979.

There are two hypotheses regarding the ef-

fects of radiation an human beings. The linear

hypothesis states that even low level radiation

mill oi/antually affect the human being by accumu- •,

lated absorption increasing continuously over the

years. The threshold hypothesis holds that low

level dusaqe or' radiation is net harmful below a

certain critical or threshold level, but once the

threshold is attained i,hare c'.^.e. rianger lies, e, g.

a single dose of QUO roin_s would be fatal to

everyone, of 400 rems to fifty percent of those

exposed, and 200 reins are not fatal but will cause

nausea and fatigue, (See Pryde, _OJD. cit. p, 50),

The alarmist usually points out to thn linear hy-

pothesis in order to produce the sweeping argument

that all forms of radiactivity are harmful and

that all kinds of nuclear reactors are dangerous
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even if they produce louu lovol radiation. If no

is correct, tnen we snouldn't breathe anymore for

oa are bound to inhale some ratiiociiitivo subatan-

css fr rn natural surroundi'i s or frohi cosmic rays

to £hich UJO ara exposed daily. Although there:

are many high intensity radioactive1 products of

trrj fission process in nuclsar ioeictors and in

the explosion af nuclear bombs (utiJizing ura-

•nium-235 or plutonium-239) in the testing of

such explosives by members of tho :.;o-called

"nuclear club nations''• the on:.1 i,-iu.-,t not be con-

fused ''iith the other to give unduu alarm to tho

public. The products of nuclear fission contained

in tho fuel rods art! not released if thoro is no

reprocessing, but tho products of nuclear finsion

duo to tho exploding of nucioar bo'ibs are released

and are tho real cause of danger. The spent fuel

and radioactive u/aste of nuclear reactors can be

stored or buried in barial sites.

Since a nood amount of watsr is usad by a

prsssurized wator reactor, or PWR, either as coolant

or moderator, and mater from external source, such

as th.o sea, in us:;d for cooling thn condensur,

some aopr'ihens.ion of course May bo roioed. The

u/atar from thr? external source, such as the sea,

is sucked in and discharged bnck into the sea and

the effect is merely that the? tenpor^ture around

the discharged point may bo rai:;ed a feu; degrees

centigrade, about 5 degrees in Pact. Studiec iiavr.1

b -en mada in fjhich it nan be shou/n that not only

does this not hoi/a any adverse effect on fish and

marine life around, but that in fact the yj;\rm u/ater
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attracts the fish and this is beneficial to fishermen

arjund, Thra water that runs in the first loop

(tha reactor loop) and in tha second loop (the

turbine loop) are demineralized f _,r possible de-

contaminntion. All this is d ,no according to

regulation. The running uf a nuclear p.iwur plant

is the must rsgulstad 'jperation in industry to

avoid possible danjosrs, anj whilo s..;tna leaks may

jeeur, and are expected, constant monitoring and

precaution against maximum radioactive pollution

is a routine procedure in any nuclear plant.

People must understand that due to oil shortage,

the Philippines needs a major source ,.;f bulk power

which today is tha nuclear power roactor, even

temporarily. Who knows, perhaps someday several

years fr...m now another source of bulk power, such

as more efficient utilization of solar energy, or

even fusion pouier, may be perfected as substitute

to fission reactor power.

When almost oil the nations in the world

are resorting to nuclear power for their needs

and industrial progress and to light their homes,

shall thD Philippines rojoct the use of nuclear

powor? What shall we tell the noxt generation

if we remain behind and other nations advance in-

dustrially, shall wo say we wore afraid? Being in

a democracy, lot our people choose, but 1st them not

be swayed or influenced by all sorts of fears with-

out roasoning them out. People aro often afraid of

what they do not understand. Recent developments

indicate that the questions regarding the proposed

Sataan nuclear power plant are no longer on the
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radioactive hazards, if any, that the power plant

operation rr.ay paso or the radioactive waste products

that the single power plant may produce. Westing-

house, PAEC, NRC and the Ministry of Health have

given ample aaGijrar.ca on radioativo safety, and

the NPC mill camply i;;ith safety regulations or

lose their jobs. Neither has the Three Mile Island

reactor acridsnt anything much to do with the

Westinghouse-designed Bataan nuclear pouer reactor, For not

only has Vastinghouse not designed the TMI reactor

but that the i.'eslinghouse raactar to be constructed

in Bataan is of a different and safer design. 1'iofe-

ovp.Tf C'.mtrpry to popular niscanceptions raised by

panic neias on the TMI acniaant which were completely

exaggerated, no deadly leakage of radioactivity took

place at Ti'-il, The darn accident in India killed

thousands of people and the TMI accident didn't,

in spite of that no one is terribly afraid of

dams as they are of nuclpar reactors*

Instead, there is much fuss over the imagined

dangers arising Prom supposed volcanic eruptions

;jnd supposed big earthquakes whan none has occured

in Bataan. But the modern study of northquakes, the

science of seismology, is becoming moro and more

sophisticated, and one thing is coming to the Fare-

that earthquakes may soon be predicted and thus

people may be protected ahead of time. The Philippines,

like 3apan, lies on the Pacific earthquake belt, and so

also is Taiwan. But many nuclear rnnctors have been

constructed in 3apan, and Taiwan has four. Japan has

experts on earthquakes, one came to the Philippines

and gave splendid lectures.
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to the .'hysics Society on the analysis and prediction

of earthquakes, using highly advanced mathematics deal-

ing with quantum mechanical analysis of waves, for

earthquakes are scientifically revealed by P (for push)

waves, S (for shake) waves, and L (for large) waves

produced. Indeed, tho advance of the science of

earthquakes, seismology, is making ncrthquakss to be

understood by scientists mho are Familiar with

advanced mathematics and advenead technology, not

those whoso knowledge of nsthquakas is oatiad on

the swinging of chandeliers and photosgaapB of

fallen buildings after the event, (Unad Kosyrev,

T:':'CJ-0.OAC l-'rocessesN•» fillJ-JJi
of the: tarth and the Moon as included in Sympo-

sium No, 47 Proceedings on THE ROOM,* publisned by*

D, Reidell Publishing Co. Deodrecht-Holland, 1972.

This is an advanced study of tho earthquake re-

lations and predictions between the sarth and the

Moon with experiments made possible by Apollo

space landings on the moon.)

If thore is no real danger to the reactor corning from

possible earthquakes or volcanic eruption, what

conditions snould still he considered necessary for

the Batman nuclear reactor to be within reasonable risk?

.Although VJostinghouse Corporation nay be deemed

to have the experts in reactor construction, .and the

design of the proposed Bataan reactor has been found

to be in accordance with the safety requirements known

juring tho time of its initiation, several years have

already passed and surely new insights into improved

reactor construction should be taken into consideration,

particularly in the light of the Three-Mile Island

accident, for whatever lessons may be derived from it,
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without exaggerating the extent of the accident as some

alarmists are prone to do. It may be well to note thst

right at the start of the nuclear plant investigations,

memobers of tho Physics Society of the Philippines (Sama-

hanq Pisika nq Pilipinas, 5 July 1979) submitted ten

conditions as necessary for the Bataan nuclear reactor

to be within reasonable risk.

Those conditions were orally discussed and defended

by Prof. Salvador Roxas-Gonzalez, profeasor of theoreti-

cal physics at the De La Salle University, the secratary-

gsneral of the Society, as tho group's spokesman. Among

those who signed to document were: Bayani Rivera, Ph. D.

assoc, professor of nuclear physics and head of the

physics dopt. and Alberto Campos, Ph. D,, assoc, professor

of nuclear engineering, both of De La Salle University;

Rufino Ibarra, Ph. D,, professor of atomic physics, and

Lorenzo Chan, Ph. D., assoc. professor of elementary

particle physics, both of tho University of the Philip-

pines (Dilirnan); Amando Kapauan, P'h,,O., professor of

chemistry, and 3esus Rivas, M, A, T,, assoc, professor

of physics, both of the Ateneo de Manila University;

Ester Garcia, Ph* D., asSoc. professor and chairman of

the chemistry dept. of the University of the Philippines

(Diliman); and fianolito Matera, Ph. D., acting director

of the nuclear research reactor at P.A.R.C. The follow-

ing is the entire reproduction of the short straight-

forward document presented by the society in a manner more

of a scientific journal report than in the often long

and wurdy legalistic form.

COMMENTS OF MEMBERS Of SAMAilANG PISIKA NG PILIPINAS

(PHYSICS SOCIL'TY OF THE PHILIPPINES) a'IZGAROING THE BATAAN

REACTOR

We, the undersigned physicists and professors of physics

and/or allied sciences, consider the following conditions

as necessary for the Bataan nuclear reactor to be within

reasonable risk:
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1) Additional warning devices and automatic safety

devices that will further minimize dependence

on human operation and thsrefore lessen dangers

from human failures, such as a gauge indicating

the approximate extent to which a valve is

closed or blocked, should be studied and installed.

2) A simulator should be made available to the staff

of the Bataan reactor.

3) Westinghouss should maintain a staff in the

country composed of competBBt personnel to help

remedy any accident, and the Philippine govern-

ment should set aside P100 million for such

emergency (this is not Exorbitant, when one

considers the $1,1 billic. cost of the reactors

and the welfare of the people.)

4) The local sites for storing the radioactive

wastes should be indicated even before the

reactor is put into operation by the National

Power Corporation.

5) Constant monitoring of radioactive and heat

effects on the aavironment should be made

daily for the protection of tho environment

and the public.

6) There should be additonal personnel for

replacement in critical posts, and all newly

hired operators should be subject to as

rigorous a training program as that of the

initial batch of operators,

7) Personnel training in physics and reactor

operation should be started in the Philippines.

There should be created an Institute of

Advanced Study for Physical Sciences and

Mathematics to continue research in advanced
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physics, particularly in nuclear physics and

its applications, in the Philippines.

B) Up-to-date and advanced nuclear information

from abroad should be mads available to the

technical staff and personnel of the reactor,

and frequent up-dating seminars offered with-

out, however, disrupting the work of running

the reactor,

9) Public information on the nature, uses and

precautions on radioactivity should be dissemi-

nated by the Ministry of Public Information,

with the technical cooperation of the

Philippine Atomic Energy Commission and the

Ministry of Health, through mass media.

10) Greater security should be enforced at the

reactor site, and proper and clear warning

devices to warn the public in case of danger

in tha areas surrounding the reactor should

be installed, similar to the air-raid signals

to warn inhabitants in case of bombing.

We believe all this answers the questions of the

Bommission,

Lorenzo Chan, Ph. D Salvador Raxas Gonzalez

M. A., M. 3c.

Danny Yanga, M. Sc. Manolito Natera, PH. D.

Alberto Campos, Ph. D, Bayani Rivero Ph., D

3esus Rivas, M, A, T, Luzvirninda Rivera, Ph. D.

Mariana Ignacio, B, Sc. Rufino Ibarra, Ph. D,

Ester Garcia, Ph. D, Amando Kapauan, Ph. D,

Claro Llaguno, Ph» D, Victoria Vicente, Ph. D,

(Signatures of the above names appear in the

original document.)
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12» Hasn't the President of the Philippines permanently disconti-

nued the construction of the Bataan nuclear plant as recommended

by the Philippine Presidential Commission for the investigation

into the safety of the plant headed by Hon, Ricardo Puno,

Minister of Dustice?

No, In fact what the President of the Philippines stated

is that additonal safety improvement should be incorporated

so that the plant would be made safer still, and among them were

precisely some (if not all) of the above-mentioned recommen-

dations which the Philippine Physics Society had recommended to

the Commission as early as 5 July 1979, right at the start of

the investigation. Uestinghouse Corporation, in statements

published in the local press on 16 November 1979, one day after

the order of the President to discontinue the construction of

the plant until such conditions he deemed proper for the safety

of the Filipino people were complied with, in effect agreed to

make the plant "safer" to conform even with the United States

Nuclear Regulatory Board's possible new requirements for

safety .">.It -may be:.good to inc ' ude also placing the Philippine

Atomic Energy Commission, which is the Philippine counterpart

of a nuclear regulatory commission, under the Office of the

President of the Philippines, as suggested in the (United States)

President's Commission reqort on the flccident of the Three Mile

Island on 30 October 1979, copies of which wors .provided to all

U. S, embassies, This suggestion mas also the suggestion of tho

Physics Society of the Philippines (Samahang Pisika ng Pilipinas)

in the hearings held to make the Philippine Atomic Energy

Commission an independent body subject only to the President of

the Philippines. In fact, many of the suggestions in that report

had been anticipated by the Physics Society of the Philippines'

recommendation to the Philippine government. (SEE REPORT OF THE

JJ. JS. PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION CfJ THL" ACCIDENT AT THREE MILE

ISLAND, 30 OCTOBER 0.979.)
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ABSTRACT

The long term development and successful utilisation of the

Tongonan geothermal field for electric power generation is

ultimately a function of the response of the reservor

to extensive exploitation.

A field drawdown test of several years duration has been

planned to test this response. A number of nuclear chemical

techniques have been incorporated into this to assist in

quantitatively tracing the subsurface movements of both

reservoir and. reinjected fluids; and to provide an early •

warning of changes in the physical and chemical properties

of the reservoir fluids which ntigH-t̂  indicate over-exploitation

with respect to natural recharge.

The programme will be implemented by PAEC under contract to

PNOC-EDC.



INTRODUCTION

Scientific and engineering geothermal studies have been in

progress in the Tongonan area of N.W. Leyte since 1973.

These studies were initiated as a joint technical cooperation

project between the Governments of the Philippines and New

Zealand. The executing agencies of the two governments have

been, respectively; the National Power Corporation initially,

and more latterly the Energy Development Corporation of the

Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC-EDC Geothermal); and

Kingston Reynolds Thorn G Allardice Ltd.

By late 1976, a geothermal resource had been identified at

Tongonan and a deep well drilling programme then initiated to

enable utilising the high pressure/high temperature

characteristics of the resource for electric power generation.

Twenty three deep wells have been drilled to date; twenty one

provin'g highly successful. The total steam reserve available

presently exceeds 200 MW(e). Planning and design studies for

a 112.5 MW(e)' geothermal power station are nearing completion.

This plant, due for commissioning in 1982/1983 will form a

first stage development of future geothermal power complex

with an ultimate total generating capacity of perhaps 500 MW(e).
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RESERVOIR RESPONSE TO EXPLOITATION AND UTILITY OF
NUCLEAR CHEMICAL TECHNIQUES

A number of modelling studies of the Tongonan reservoir have

been undertaken (see for example, Barnett, 1979; Ward, 1979;

Whittome 3 Smith, 1979). These have, however, all been based

on the essentially pre-exploitation reservoir characteristics.

Observations on the longer term behaviour of known geothermal

reservoirs such as Wairakei, New Zealand, demonstrate that

exploitation can produce a considerable change in reservoir

characteristics from the initial states. For instance,

field pressures adjacent to wells may decrease, and sharp

temperature and pressure flow gradients may occur (Trues'dell

and Frye, 1977). Of particular concern are the possibilities

for near surface recharge and short circuitry flows from cooler

parts of the field.to production zones (Barry et al., 1979).

These effects, generally lead to rapidly declining mass outputs

in geothermal wells (Bolton, 1973) and hence reduced power

generating capacities.

The Tongonan field development is in an early phase as yet,

with a limited discharge history presently available.

Consequently, the large scale r< ;ponse of this reservoir to

a sustained withdrawal of steam and hot water over twenty

five years, the nominal plant life of the planned generating



equipment, is not known. This can only be assessed from a

period of extensive exploitation that is of a sufficient

duration, to induce in the deeper reservoir fluid, a

measurable physical and chemical response to such.

A field drawdown test has thus been planned at Tongonan

which will involve discharging, simultaneously, for a period

of one to two years, most of the presently available wells.

The data detained from this testing will be/considerable

value in optimising longer term field management procedures

and all future stages of power development, and in testing

the viability of bulk reinjection of waste water from surface

separators, back into the reservoir.

Radioisotopic and stable isotopic chemical methods have been

incorporated .into the drawdown test because of their utility

in tracing the origin, subsurface /novements and condition of

both reservoir and reinjected fluids during exploitation.

The various nuclear techniques presently available, and the

intended specific application of each to the Tongonan field

drawdown test, are now discussed.



RADIOISOTOPE TRACING TECHNIQUES

Two specific applications are intended. These are based on

techniques developed by the New Zealand Institute of Nuclear

I Sciences, reported in Barry et. al., (1979).

j A. Assessing if horizontal permeability connections exist

between two well bores; an important factor in determining

I the minimum practical bore spacing (greatest well density)

I that can be achieved in field development without any

interwell pressure reactions occurring, which could lead

I to rapidly declining mass outputs. Having obtained a

minimum well spacing, the costs of drilling and steam

I collection systems can then be optimised.

Tests of this type will involve introducing a radioisotope

I into the- standing fluid column of a shut well, while

discharging a neighboring observation well to which a

I permeability connection test is required. The fluid*-

I discharged from the observation well (both steam and water

' phases) will be*continuously-monitored to determine to

I what extent, if any, the radioisotope migrates from the

closed well with respect to activity with time. By this

method, well bore permeability conncections can be



quantitatively assessed.

B. Tracing the subsurface movements of a fluid that has

been reinjected back into the reservoir following energy

utilisation. The first programmed test of this type

involves discharging well 101 to a steam/water separator

from which the water phase will be piped under pressure

into 105- a reinjection well (Fig. 2).

Immediately prior to flowing down 105, this water will

be labelled with a radioisotope tracer. All wells within

a 600 m radius from 105 will be then placed on a slow

steam/vrater bleed and continuously monitored, for initially,

one month. The fluids continuing to be produced from

well 101, and the Mahiao river at a site opposite well

1R10, wij.1 also be monitored throughout this period. .

A number of conclusions might be possible on the movement

of reinjected fluid from 105 depending on which monitoring

station(s) tracer return is noted. For example:

I. If tracer return is restricted to well 101 only,

then cycling of reinjected water between the fluid



accepting horizon in 105 and the production horizon

in well 101 is indicated.

II. Tracer movement from well 105 to any of the wells

remaining on bleed would indicate that interwell

permeability connections exist. A dominant hydrologic

directional component to the reservoir may also be

apparent from this type of result.

III. Any tracer return to the Mahiao river would be

diagnostic of rapid movement of reinjected fluids

from depth to the surface, via the extensive structures

present in the vicinity of well 105. As the primary

purpose of rcihjection is to isolate potentially toxic

geothermal waste water from any contact with the

environment, a result such as this would then preclude

105 as% suitable for reijection purposes.

After discussions with the Philippine Atomic Energy

..Commiss.ion (PAEC) and the New Zealand Institute of

Nuclear Science (N^INS), two' rsdioisotopes have been

selected for use in the above tests - 1-131, a gamma

emitter with a half life of 8.1 days; and S-35, a soft

beta emitter of half life 87.2 days. ^ third nuclide,



Cr-51, was considered but later rejected because of

the likely instability of the organic bonds in the

supporting EDTA complex, at the high reservoir

tempertaures to be encountered (greater than 300°C).

It is proposed to initially use 1-131 in test A above

and at relatively low activity levels eg 10"3 to 10"2

curies. This is to avoid any significant activity

contribution carrying over and contaminating later

tracer tests. In test B, it will probably prove

necessary to use S-35 to maintain tracer activity over

the greater migration distances (and times) being

investigated* TTacer velocities in well interference

tests in New Zealand and Japan have yielded a range

in velocities of 0.06 mm/sec to 9.4 mm/sec. Thus

I .tracer .migration from well 105 out to a 600 m radius,

_ based on these figures, couia take from to 116 days.

• This strongly suggests that test B will require a

• S-35 label.

I r

I
I



STABLE ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES

The deuterium contents of geotherraal waters can he used to

determine the source area in which local meteoric water

enters into and recharges a geothermal reservoir (Truesdcll

and Frye, 1977). If this source area is far removed from

the immediate reservoir, then a large resource may be

indicated. It would be of considerable interest to monitor

deuterium and 0 throughout the planned Tongonan field

drawdown test for this purpose, and to also assess if

extensive exploitation results in a rapid influx of cooler

water into the field area, or if near surface recharge within

the field is induced. By reference to tritium levels, it

would also prove possible to date any cooler water inflows.

Any cooling in the reservoir that might occur as a function

of exploitation can be quantitatively followed by chemical

geothermoinetry. There are a wide variety of temperature '

calibrated chemical equilibria that may be used for such -

inorganic aqueous equilibria; organic and inorganic

heterogeneous gas equilibria. These different geothermometers

equilibrate at different rates so that if a fluid is decreasing

in temperature with time as it flows toward a well, then a

comparison of the various indicated temperatures will reveal

the temperature history of the fluids.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a brief resume only, of some intended

applications of nuclear techniques in the Tongonan field

development. Such techniques have proved invaluable,

particularly stable isotope studies in geothermal exploration

and reservoir interpretation, in projects in New Zealand,

U.S.A., Italy, Japan, Mexico and Chile.

The Philippines is rapidly evolving toward becoming the

second largest geothermal power producing country in the

world. Consequently PAEC could well consider the merits of

establishing a geothermal nuclear specialist group to

actively participate in this thriving sector of the energy

industry.
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STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT FOR THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

by

Domingo B. Domondon

INTRODUCTION

With the continuing energy crisis, nuclear energy promises to be
the major energy source in the immediate future. Hence, nuclear
energy is expected to play an increasingly important role in the develop-
ment of energy .programs throughout the world.

Since its inception, the safety record of the nuclear industry
is next to none. To ensure continuation of this enviable record, a
comprehensive nuclear standards development program must be maintained.

HIERARCHY FOR NUCLEAR STANDARDS

To put nuclear standards in the proper perspective, let us consider
Fig. 1, hierarchy for nuclear standards.

As shown schematically in the figure, atomic energy act and radiation
protection regulations apply the generally recognized basic standards to
the specific conditions of the country. They are issued by the national
government and are mandatory. These are supplemented by regulatory guides
which describe and make available acceptable methods for implementing
specific parts of the regulations.

Rules and Regulations

Regulatory guides

yHBasic safety standards approved by the authorities^

^specific communicative safety, engineering and test standards \^

Fig. 1 Hierarchy for nuclear standards1

K. Becker, Nuclear Standards in the Federal Republic of Germany: The
DIN Nuclear Standards Committee, Nuclear Safety, vol. 19, No. 3,
Hay - June 1978.
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The third level in the hierarchy consists of the basic safety standards
which are se.. up by all parties interested for application, primarily in
the licensing process. They require approval by the authorities, are
mandatory, and may be issued by National Standards Institutes such as the
American National Standards Institute, Inc. (MSI).

The base of the pyramid consists of nuclear conventional standards
which need no official approval and are n-t mandatory.

It it> to the third level that most of this discussion is directed.

HEED FOR NUCLEAR STANDARDS

There are 3 major reasons for the existence of the nuclear standards,
namely:

1. To simplify and improve the licensing process by offering
generally accepted state-ot-the art guidance. The US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (t'SNRC) is committed to the use of
standa.'.ls as a tool for safety evaluation in il.e licensing
process. In fact, most often than not, the USNRC regulatory
guides endorse certain nuclear standards.

2. To increase nuclear safety '.7 providing detailed and reliable
technical information. Those involved in constructing, main-
taining, and operating nuclear power plants find the standards
invaluable, since starting from basic principles and devising
suitable testing and inspecting programs in each instance would
be both complex and time consuming.

3. To bridge the gap between the top of the "standards pyramid,"
consisting of basic long-term laws and regulations, and the
changing and detailed problems of the day.

STEPS IM STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT

In outline form, the steps in the development of standards in th* US
consist oft

1. Anyone (in the industry) suggests needed standards

2. National Standards Management Board (NSMB) of the ANSI assigns
priority

3. Working group of the concerned nuclear committee writes draft

4. Informal review

5. "N" Committee approval

6. Publication

7. 5-yr. life (revision within 5 yrs.)

The development of nuclear standards appears simple enough, but to
gain «n insight as to what it really takes to develop standards for the
nuclear industry let us spotlight the ANSI-NSMB Nuclear Standards Program2.

I
I

'Ann W. Savolainen, The ANSI-NSMB Nuclear Standards Program, Nuclear
Safety, vol. 16, no. 4, July-August 1975.
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THE ANSI-NSMB NUCLEAR STANDARDS PROGRAM

In the US, the large standards development effort in the nuclear
field in which about 8,000 individuals are participating resulted from
the recognition of the need for good engineering st ndards and the
commitment of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to the use of standards
as a tool for safety evaluation in the licensing process.

ANSI serves as the US clearinghouse and coordinating body for
standards activity on the national level.

Overall management of the development of nuclear industry standards
is the responsibility of-ANSI's Nuclear Standards Management Board(NSMB),
whose members are appointed by the more than 46 technical and professional
societies that have interest in the nuclear field. Representative of
these participating organizations are the American Society of Mechnical
Engineers (ASME), the American Nuclear Society (ANS), the National Bureau
of Standards(NBS), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).

The societies serving on the NSMB sponsor the work, organize standards
development and writing groups, and administer the processes involved in
obtaining national consensus on the completed standards. The actual
writing of the standards is done by experts in the field, most of whom are
members of the pertinent technical and professional societies. The
services of these experts are "volunteered" by their employers because
of the need of good standards.

ROLE OF NSMB

It has been estimated that the standards which would have potential
value in the construction and operation of nuclear facilities number
about 5,000. Some of these exist as voluntary standards developed for
non-nuclear applications but are nonetheless appropriate for nuclear
usts. Other usable standards are available from federal government or
military specifications.

In order to provide the needed new standards, ANSI-NSMB manages and
coordinates the efforts of the individuals that develop nuclear standards.
The sheer size of the group of talented contributors creates problems,
such as

: Effective direction of writing groups to prevent wasteful
duplication of effort and unnecessary delays

: Standards writing organization must be involved as efficiently
as possible to take fuli advantage of their capabilities.

: The urgent need for most of the standards under development
calls for close monitoring of work programs.

: All participants must be kept informed of government regulatory
activities in order to coordinate the industries' standards program
with the regulatory program.
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NSMB Organizational structure

The management structure of ANSI-NSMB reflects the participatory
nature of the standards development program. NSMB is headed by a
chairman and is managed by various committees* These committees viork
to meet the challenges and solve the problems that arit,e in the manage-
ment of the program, evaluation of the work, promotion of the use of
standards developed, and maintenance of those standards.

Executive Committee

The responsibility for continuous management of the nuclear program
lies with tl.tj'NSMB Executive Committee, which consists of a chairman,
two vice-chairmen, and eight members. In order to fu -ill its responsi-
bility, the K ?cutive Committee is organized to empli«.oize participation
in a responsible capacity by designated representatives of the principal
technical and i}t(-i essional standards-writing organizations thai: sponsor
the NSMB standards committees.

Practices & Procedures Committee

The Practices and Procedures Committee is responsible for developing
and maintaining guides for program participants. These guides document
practices and procedures for the development of nuclear standards and
are recommended for use by groups in the nuclear program whose sponsor
organisation does not have documented procedures applicable to the
circumstances encountered.

Training and Orientation

A responsibility of management is to provide proper training and
orientation to those involved in the project. Training and orientation
can help to familiarize participants with ANSI and NSMB procedures and
also to communicate to them the philosophy and objectives of the nuclear
program.

Program Evaluation

In an enterprise as large as the ANSI-NSMB nuclear program, it is
necessary to be fully aware of the job that is being done. One of the
needs of the program is a means of pinpointing areas where new standards
are needed or where existing standards need evaluation. The critical
areas la the NSMB self-evaluation structure are how much of the job is
done and how much is yet to be undertaken. This need is met by several
committees with the use of various informational tools.

Project Charters

Charters ;!or Nuclear Standards Projects and Approved Standards gives
the scope, technical bases, and professional interfaces with other
standards and projects and the writing group members and their company
affiliations. The charters form a basis for avoiding duplication and overlap
and provides fo appropriate interfaces.
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Evaluation of Heed for New Projects

The ANSI Staff receives and process.3 requests for new projects,
changes in scopes 01 existing projects; requests for deletions of projects;
and requests for interpretation •:, rev. .ions, reaffirmations, or withdrawal
of existing American Nuclear Standards. Recommendations based on these
requests, together with input froi.i the appropriate executive director
are prepared by the ANSI stutf and are acted >on by the NSMB Executive
Committee.

Committee on Industry and Government Standards

NSMB .;aliz d that many codes, guides, and other documents that have
already been promulgated could be used in the nuclear industry. Accordingly,
a Committee on Industry and Government Standards was organized to review
standards, criteria, guides, procedures, and similar documents developed
outside the aegis of ANSI to establish their propriety as bases for
American National Standards. Originators of the documents are technical and
professional societies, industry and commerce, governmental agencies
(including the military), etc. As a consequence of this review, a document
may be referred to a cognizant American National Standards Committee or to
an ANSI-acctv.di.ted organization for appropriate action, including revision
if necessary for adaptation, toward adoption as an American National Standard

As an adjunct to this responsibility, the committee also provides
liaison with other Technical Advisory Boards, reviews NRC regulatory guides
to seek topics tfi'propriate to standardization and to determine how existing
standards referenced in guides may be revised to better serve that purpose,
u.id publicizes t0 c^e nuclear community, within proprietary bounds, the
existence of useful privately prepared standards.

Failure and Incident Reports Review Committee

In addition to developing and adopting new standards, NSMB is also
responsible for seeing that those standards ulready developed are ful-
filling the needs of the industry.

The Failure and Incident Reports Review Committee receives reports of
nuclear and nuclear-related failures and incidents and reviews these reports
to determine whether they indicate that action is necessary to revise
existing standards or to develop new standards.

COHCLUDING REMARKS

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that the development of
standards for the nuclear industry involves an enormous amount of resources
in terms of manpower, expertise and money.

The staff of the Standards Development Division, PAEC, is not intended
to engage in the original development of standards; r^Jier, its role is to
review the standards J.U use elsewhere, specially in the US, and adapt these
to local conditions. To carry out this task, many of the staff have
received training abroad and others will have to be trained likewise.
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The Commission plans to involve local technical and professional
societies in the review and adaptation of foreign standards. This way,
these groups will become aware of the needs of the nuclear industry
and become e .ouraged to actively participate in the- national nuclear
program.

The staff also actively encourages the formation of relevant
societies pueh as the Philippine Society for Non-destructive Testing
(PSNT), the organization of which is nearim* formalization. Hopefully,
the Society, V--e it£ US counterpart, the ASNT, will contribute its
share towards . ;e safe construction and operation of nuclear power
plants, such «J the PNPP-I.

Finally, we recognise that:

a) Stalin.^ds are essential to nuclear safety

b) US standards are an excellent starting point but they
must be modified for Philippine conditions

c) Developments in the area of nuclear standards should be
monitored closely.

acr/30



P U U I C ATTITUDES TOWARDS NUCLEAR
RISKS AND BENEFITS

by

meows A» SAVELIMIO
Chlc&, Management SeJivA

PHILIPPINE ATOMIC ENERGY CtKft

INTRODUCTION

One of today's major global concerns is the effect of the mm

technologies on national economies, on the well being of peoples who

are ultimate beneficiaries. Some of these rhange mechanics, go beyond

socio-economic boundaries and turn a political co<or as their tremendous

possibilities dawn on national leaderships. Their significance as ins-

truments for development, not to mention dysfunctional implications of

power and control, make them indeed very alluring. No small wonder

then that prestige among nations is quite often gauged in terms of their

degree of advancement in the various fields of science and technology.

Thus we note the superpowers racing into the universe, exploring space,

at the same time that the scientists left earthbound go about studying

the infinitesimals that could lead to discoveries on the why's and

wherefores of man and things. As m e scientific rat race continues,

decisioi ; are made - by politicians and administrators on the utilization

of the exciting breakthroughs. These decisions, particularly the impact

they have on soci<?*", on eople, become in the end tho measure by which

A at tfio. Atomic EneAgy ftteefe SminaJi htld on 4 Vzc&nbesi 1979.
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technologies are judged and finally accepte ! or rejected by their

intended beneficiaries.

Public attitudes in recent years have greatly affected decision

: making on the utilization of technologies. Such social response has

in many cases focused on risks associated with such developments.

I This has stimulated interest in risk assessment research. One concern

of such rest-. >di is that of anticipating the totality of social response

I to risk situations arw in understanding the mechanisms underlying Hie

• formation of this response. Clearly, response is not based solely upon

theoretical or statistical risk predictions but rather, is multiply-

I determined through a variety of perceptual, information processing, and

learning functions which are instrumental in the formation of attitudes

I toward the technology and its risks.

' TECHNOLOGICAL RISKS AND PUBLIC ATTITUDES

[ Coping with risk has been an intrinsic aspect of life in all

societies throughout history and problems of hazards and the environment

' always occur a_ socio-economic as well as political problems when

effects resulting fr manmade activities are no longer small in com-

parison to natural effects at the same place at the same time. For

j this reasuu, it seen , government regulations have become a dominant

mode of coping with M,H technologic 7 and e. t/ironmental hazards. We

see thus, growth in the number of safety personnel and regulatory

staff with Increasing scientific research 3°d public cr cern about
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environmental and safety problems.

Par; icipation of the public in mattei. concerning technological

risks, even if it is assumed that there is neither tlw possibility nor

the desire to participate in every or even any public decision, is of

symbolic importance serving as a process of social ickjntificoiion and

as a means to hinder alienation since "processes of serial interaction

in the making of decisions are a central part of serial experience and

meaning for the peo^. '. (Wynne, 1979)

Even if symbolic participation may sometimes delay or even pa. -

lyze technological projects, it is probably a constructive element of

public decision making and may be counted as opportunity costs. Bear-

ing in mind (1) that people are informed about a concrete technological

project at a very late stage while at the strategic level the planning

process is usually at best highly abstract and at worst plain secret

and (2) th;.f people are not invited to articulate demands and concerns

during planning and are thus without opportunity to voice their views

or priorities in the light of overall conceptions and constraints of

public interest, the apparent apathy of the silent majority can easily

be s; ked < "e into what appears to be arbitrary >ction against random

technological targets as buried anxieties are express I. Such pro-

tests may be the only language left in which the technically alienated

can comm" if^oe more complex values and feelings. Without this outlet,

the feeling of being pushed hastily through one-waj gat,.s into futures

of uncertain f.anefit and further consequences continues to be at the
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heart of opposition to various forms of technological development.

The recently often observed mistrust in the credibility of both

scientific expertise and political decision-making {C ad, 1^/y),

a worid-wida situation, seems ai^o quite understandable when the fol-

lowing factors are considered:

- the fundamental uncertainties with new tec .ologies, their

irreversible character and the dependence on professional

expertise for their implementation;

- the knowledge that vested interests are always involved in,

or connected with, a specific technology;

- society's values are diverse and frequently conflicting

thus impeding a common value basis for overall risk-benefit

decisions even if it is assumed that technology only serves

as a means to specified ends;

- technical intelligence embodied in developmental expertise

is also political intelligence (Wynne, 1979) to the extent

that it influences the allocation of resources, and of bene-

fits and costs between different social sectors and interests,

and therefore legitimates the power of institutions and

interests of various sorts;

- the consequences of a technology are always unevenly distri-

buted over different social groups (some may get jobs, others

may lose then, e t c ) ;

- basic decisions regarding technology are i^rely put at the

disposal of the general public and scientific evaluation of
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projects generally have only a legitiii,atory character

(O'Riordan, 1978}

All the.:e points to the possibility that ti,- realiza? ..;. ^ certain

technologies will continue to be blocked by public resistance and also

puts to the fore the role of scientific expertise and of risk assess-

ment.

In one paper (Green, 1978), the point was made that risk benefit

assessment is useful for public policy decision-making in a democratic

society only if the assessment is not taken too seriously by either

the assessors or the decision maUrs. This was also exprf sed by the

Council for Science Society (1977):

than coivtaiuMig to demand an ayuweji to the.

wh&tk&i a >U&k i* {oJbi Jbx Xtitti, we Mwuld fiedOitct

out attctvtion to the. way* tltat Jjxifea coma about and axz con-

. That A6, «»e stiould ^oau> on the, pio<i<zjdvJi<u> by wkick

evw taken on the. tn<MtXi>n OK p&ft&Z&teiuie. o{ tuAtiA,

aik w/is.£ft(yt thue. ptoaadtAai ant &OUA".

Legitimation by these procedures has brought out a serious need

for consideration of continuous regulation rather than single decisions

in dealing with ri Jcs and the participation of those affected. This

could regain redibility, and thus the legitimacy, of decision-making

institutions and lead to reaching an acceptable consensus (Pearce, IS*,/),

The role oi information, the methods of public pariticipation,

and the involvement of scientific expertise continue to play a major
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part I'n risk assessment. They point to the need for v.areness of the

following vital considerations:

- that substantial changes in public attitudes towards

technological controversies and scientific arvice are

indispensable;

- that public information and debate on hazardous te*. ologies

must start beiore investments have been rcude 2nd before

principal decisions have been (.J-.en;

- that the political outcome should be a compromise as the

basis for acceptable consensus;

- that the symbolic dimensions of technology d public

pu' ..icipation be taken seriously;

- that it is important to take into account the influence of

interest groups on the use, impact and control of technology

(Council for Science and Society, 1977).

THE PUBLIC AMD NUCLEAR POWER CONCERNS

Human imagination is often far worse than reality. Nowhere has

this been more amply demonstrated than in the fears expressed about

the risks of nuclear power. Compounding this is the ; -rception of

technical expertise as public relations efforts to convince people of

the safety of a technology.

In a democratic society where there is a broad coverage of items

of public interest by the mass media, public discussions are subject

to certain basic structures. One of these is that a public issue
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normally shows a certain chronological course. After a cei-ain time,

when all has been said about the issue* it begins to die end can only

be reborne as another topic.

The case of nuclear power seems to belie this however. If we ere

to use n--./spaper coverage as an indicator of public awareness, nu.. ...ur

power has been a recurring public issue in the Philippines and can be

graphically seen in Table 1.

Interest in nuclear power as reported by the media from 1976 gives

the following Interesting trends -

1976 (January, February and Hay) - 13 news items.

1977 (January, February, May, July, August and Pe«--Hi.ber)

- 16 news items.

1978 (January to September) - 29 news items.

1979 (January to November - 190 news items with two peaks,

July with 57 and April with 44, in both months an almost daily coverage -

23 days in July and 21 days in April.

It will be recalled that the THI incident accounted for the intense

reporting 1n Hay and the public hearings on the P W M 1n July.

November follows in print media coverage, this time highlighting the

Puno Commission Report on the public hearings for tL. PNPP-1.

We t ve also monitored the nuclear issues and l-\>e come up with

the following areas of concern for the period 19,4-1979 through print

media coverage:

lili
1. Environmental effects
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2. Prolif ration of nuclear weapons

3. Political implic.uons (vehicle foi a new kind of colonial

1. Rfc,.:l;ir safety

lili
1. Environmental effects

2. Safeguards

3. Nuclear liability

4. Reactor1 Safety

5. Political (uranium dependence on a foreign source)

lili
1. Risk-benefit comparisons (also with alternative ene.jy

sources)

2. Reactor accid; ;;ts

3. Siting (earthquakes)

4. Radioactive waste management

1211
1. Reactor safety

2. Environmental effects

3. Radioactive waste disposal

4. Safeguards

5. S- ial aspects
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!£!§.
1 Economics

2. Nuclear Safety

3. Siting

4. Waste disposal

5. Conflict of i\:^rest/choice of suppliers

6. Local capability (;. subcontractors of Westir.<;-!;«iuse)

7. Quality assurance (construction materials)

8. Nuclear Fuel supply

9. Reliability of U. S. nucleor reactors

10. Regulatory staff competence

11. Proliferation of nuclear weapons

12. Social aspects

13. Reenforcemeni of urbanization

14. Sabotage/terrorism

15. Unreliability of reactors {frequency of shut-down perils)

1 9 7.9

1. Social aspects

2. Waste disposal

3. Reactor safety

4. Siting

5. Cost-benefit assessment

6. Nuclear fuel supply

7. Local capability
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8. Economic dependence on developed countries

9. Technical elitism

10. Environmental effects

11. T M I

12. Presidential order of Public hearing on PNPP-1

13. NRC tYesze of export license

14. Puno Commiss:>n Report

Most of these issues were air^l in public symposiums, principally

in four assemblages in 1978. Significantly, three of these were held

in university campuses (Ateneo University, Loyola Heicji.ts, UST; and

U.P., Los Banos) and the fourth at the Paulino Garcia Pavilion of the

National Institute of Science and Technology. Organizers aside from

student organizations were the National Federation of Women's Clubs,

Inc. and the Consumers Federated Groups of the Philippines, Inc. Most

of the other symposia or seminars where nuclear power was discussed was

in school gatherings either during foundation days or science-oriented

activities like Science Pairs, Atomic Energy Week rsd the like.

There are also a number of local organizations which have made the

nuclear power project a major area of their concern. We assume their

membership to be predominantly environmentalists in persuasions as

their associations are aptly called Kilusan para sa Kap; alagaan ng

Kapaligiran and Ecology Foundation of the Philippines, among others.

While we are not saying that news items and public seminars

represent the sentiments of the public we also admit of tiieir in-

fluencing role in the formation of attitudes «nd that they COL id
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serve, in f«ct, as incicators of the amount.degrse and level of public

information.

Rli K ASSESSMENT AND ATTITUDE RESEARCH

It will be noted that t!ie nuclear controversies have developed

ove • a period cf tin ; the newspapers ard other media, public meet-

ing and hearings hs/e been used as arenas of these conflicts. During

thi; time, variius groups and individuals formed opinions and made

sti c-ments. Opinion p ills in various comtries have demonstrated that

ins .ead of varying opinions tiiere i: a growing disagreements among the

public how i'j evaluate option;; for iuturt developments of our techno-

logy-oriented society, including thf nuclaar. This has induced scien-

tif c interest towards improving our understanding .f the beliefs,

eva mtions and atti udes of people vis-avis such issues. (Schaefer,

197 ) . If special in erest is the question why there is increasing

res.stan .e against te hnologies currently developed and implemented,

especial.y against n iclear energy.

Pe )p'|.« assess . isks on the basis of what information is available

to t ifflii. ,'hey may len distort the messages ihey have received or

even refuse to listn to them, but Iways infi nation flow from friends,

from tlu; ii tdia, from scientific pap T S , compli nents arc! interacts with

pers neI t purience io form judgeme its.

To.lai more than ever before, t e risks from technological hazards

are o on. lex ,at t is no lunge oily the layman and the public

that de .en on rforh .tion flow to ssoss risks. It is also the

scie, f .tk tht; ccpe, who need nformation from other scientists
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before he can evaluate the implications of his own dat^.

Risk assessment is therefore dependent on effective communi-

cation not only with ti.e- public but between scientist and decision-

makers, and sometimes, it is at the mercy of willful individuals,

inter-departmental jealousies and misunderstandings, and inter-dis-

ciplinary clic>.;s and rivalries.

Thus the risk estimations that emerge at the end of the scientific

and social pro^ J Cu.i never be really separated fron, the credibility

of those who contribute to them, or from the communication that has,

or has nuv occurred between them.

It is not simply scientists that estimate risks and others who

evaluate them; scientists evaluate and laymer contribute to estima-

tions. Our concern here is with both expert and public risk assess-

ment and tha information flows that link, or do not link them.

The existence of public debates about the acceptability of

technologies suggest the difficulties which have been encountered

in attempting to reconcile technological and social systems in public

planning and decision processes. Technologists are often faced with

problem of equitably balancing complex technical data with the cot

responding social attitudes. Aware of the importance of these atti-

tudes, but unable either to measure thii or to aggregate the; with

technical data, tlvair recommendations are often based solely upon

technical and rwiineerinn aspects. This, in effect, requires the

ultimate decis! a makers, typically politicians, to assess the trade-

offs between technical and social issue in a purely intuitive fashion.
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Ac approach to attitude measurement is the work of Fishbein

(1963, 1967) and hi: associates (Fishbein and Ajzen, 75). th-- .

permits one -to ana^-id the cognitive structure underling attitudes.

Figure 1 cunwarizes the relations L>etween beliefs, atti•„..ias3 "inten-

—tions, ain! behaviour- with respect to a given

I t may • • ^e» that a person holds ID..,., ..clicfs tV-'Out an ; j c t ;

t-':--:.t i s , he associates that object v/ith a number of different a t t r i -

h:tes. I t lî o bec-r. found that knowledge of a person's b urs about

an (••.^ct and his evaluations of the associated attr iL; os aTU< :: an

accurate prediction of hi5, attitude toward 'iny ohirct. A person's
:iUituc1(? tov.'-.rf! an.\ ohicct is a function of his beliefs a!~oi|!'. t ' r t .
o i l r.t wpicj'.tai !;y these evaluations; hoi.'"'or, i t is the err! ire set
of snliont !^lWr> 1;h--<'. detorrnines the a t t i t nlo and ml: ar,y specific

Once an attitude has been formed, a person is pre-dispose<1 to

behave in a consistent manner with respect to that object. Although

his attitude does, pre-dispose him to perform a set of behaviours, i t

does npt_ pro-dispose him to perform any specific behaviour. I t had

previously bean assumed that a person's attitude towards sorifc object

•.. -aid inriuGisce some particular behaviour with respect to that object;

1J.Vt^-nltioi A betce^ £& a pttobabitity juci, .tint the'' "-\M.U
object on <iu(tci:.pt: to Aome. attribute.. Van exompi^, one. »U.;;IIL bc-

ticve. tint Automobile. A [an object) Jti oxpzyUt-Lvz [an cut.t\.ibutt). The.
At/iung.tk of, ilm bcLLta •& dtfiined by tkz p^/oioyi'i iabjtctiva. piobahX&Lty
tlutf. :Uit vbjtc.t-a.Wi.ibu.te. leAatAonikip vxJUt, on. U tm<u An attUUdk
Xi an evatufvUvc. jad^m<uvt that one. tikti OK diiZikzi the object, 'Cliot
.it HA good on. bad, tliat he. faeJU favovutabZc OK unfa- 'ni/iah&e. ;L... </4
it. One. may have attitude* to\>xuid& cone.e.ptt>, ptopiv, itt&i.:.ri.w-> -s,
averts, bdicwiouhA, outc -we, etc.. An Jwiyntion i& a :M>bahi •" indgemznt
that tinln ttvs iiidividuac to 6oma ipixUfiiiL action, JL.c, •"•• •it.,U.\:ixiuaZl6
bzZi&f thtit ha. witt ptn^onm Aome. Apuaifaic beJiaviouu. Be/ui.- -'in. Jj> . \

>h?.c •:&tion.
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i t is now clear t !at attitudes tn>v;rds an object may have l i t t l e or

no influence: on any specific le'iaviour. .lust as attitude is deter-

mined by the entire sot of (reliefs that a parson holrls, the attiJude

only serve.T to pre-dispose thp person to engaqe , a set of behaviours

that, when taken together, are consistent ivi the att i tude. Fiore I

also shows that a person's intention La engnrie in a specific behaviour

'.••.'L.. respect to an oMect is viewed as the '--finarv determinant of that

tevaviour. In contrast to t ie relations between beli<:>- and attitudes,

an-! attitude-, and intention1;, vr> do assume a one-to-or-- relation

between intention and behaviour, barrinq nutsirie interventions.

The v.*ay in which tl>>- beliefs linking the object to speci f ic

attributes combine with the evaluations of th. .; ''"tributes can be mathe-

matically writ tun as:

Ao * ^ b i e i
i » 1

where AQ = the person's attitude toward object o

b.j the strength of belief i about, object o; i.e.,

the subjective probability that o is related to

some attribut i

e. = the subjew^'s evaluation of attribute i

n = the number of salient beliefs the subj.ot. i.olds

uujut object •..

Although this model was derives from principles of learning

theory, and, in particular, the notions of conditioning and mediated

funeralIsation, it is structurally similar to Rosenberg's (1956) ex-

pectancy value model emu Edwards' (1%4) subjective UApected utility

model.
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In a pilot application of the model (Niehaus, IJ/'<3), although

only preliminary, the findings il lustrated the complex nature of tLa

cognitive structure underlying public attitudes toward mic'iear power

and i ts use. Not only u-.-e beliefs about the benefits of nuclt, r power

ly indepeii.i-.vit from fcdliefs about nuclear power risks, but

can Lcrieve that the use of nu Tear power' .n i l le~u to some

types of risks (e.g. , socio-political) without bel ie.ng tha. i t vril'i

lead to others (e.g. , environmental).

For Uie saiiiple of the public interviewed i i ; this study, beliefs

about psychological risks were responsible for the greatest differential

contribution fo attitudes pro and con. For the con group, tlw belie;.,

aboui psycho' • •.,.. risks and socio-political i isles ^yetiter contributed

more: to atti';.dt- than .id the combined environmental risk and economic

iierkiVit be l ie i i . This tend to support the suggestion (Otway, 1977)

that the nuclear controversy is highly symbolic in nature- with tht-

psycriological and socio-political implications of nuclear power being

tlic crucial underlying issues rather than i ts environmental risks.

I t should bt> clear that i f decision makers wish to take public

attitudes into account i t w i l l not be sufficient to simply view people

as |/ro or con a particular technology. I f a public is con primarily

bec«use of their concerns for the technology's potential socio-political

risks, the decision maker faces a very different problem than i f the

basis for the public's con position is their concern J'or the environment.

Mori- ,or, is. i)list be realized that there is not one, but many different

publics, and these public-, w i l l vary in size and impel:.
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Attitude research can identify different publics and provide

infonnattVn about the basis for the pro or con attitudes that are

held by these publics. (Niehaus, 1978) There seems .J little

question that information of this type should be used by dec;.!on

makers. How, and to what extent, this information should enter

into decision processes are questions that decision theori-ts will

have to answer. And this is again another area of research.
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